Nor do I feel it, quite possible for any one to reach an impartially critical standpoint. We look into new books to see if they confirm our old beliefs. Horace, as well as another, has pricked this weakness of the critic : si quaedam nimis antique, si pleraque dure dicere credit eos, ignave multa fatetur, et sapit et mecumfacit et Iove iudicet aequo.
Epis. ii. 1, 66-68.
A Latin grammar is not merely a book, it is a property, always from the publisher's point of view, and sometimes from the compiler's. Professor Lane was not a compiler, and he did not view his grammar as a property.
Therefore the book is too un-.equal as well as too voluminous, I fear, to prove a good property for its exploiters: absit omen.
If I may begin with a general weakness, it is the confusion, in the treatment of the forms, of the comparative (prehistoric) and the historical points of view. Professor Lane, if I read him aright, had in mind to write a historical grammar, but in some way, probably from his interest in quantitative problems, felt constrained to incorporate certain comparative results. His incursions into this domain are, to put it mildly, belated. He talks of -e being shortened in the ably. sg. of consonant stems, of a shortened dat.-ablv. ending-bils; the voc. serve he gets by weakening from servo; he goes from providens to prudens by way of proidens: dt yields st in estis 'ye eat,' but ss in fossor : the impv. ending -mino has lost an -s. There is very much of this sort of thing, and one might cry out with Calverly about ' the brave rhymes of an elder day.' I say this in sorrow, not in flippancy.
Professor Lane nowhere mentions a form not Latin, not even, if I mistake not, an Umbrian or Oscan form. In the syntax, no hint of Greek influence is given, save for the mihi est cupienti type. With this method of treatment I have no quarrel, though I should prefer more attention to Greekish idioms, but an author should accept the special limitations of his general attitude. Why mention n-adulterinum in anything but a minute study of phonetics ?
Why print any construct forms like *vegho *magior ? Why specially account for the long -5-of servorum and say nothing of the -5 of servo I Wherefore sum from *esum, ea from *ia, luxuria from luxuries, loco from *locao ?
As a teacher of Latin, I have considered it profitable to teach students but three points of linguistic interest. The ' common' vowels are all explicable by the law of brevis brevians, and ben-beside optima; modd, cit6 beside tiita, vOrd5; vol, am6 but cMd6, lauda -such examples prove the case sufficiently.
I teach rhotacism from pairs like gero : gestus, oneris: onus, with mention of the double forms like lares: lases. Our English was: were pair is also worth mentioning. Professor Lane's treatment of this subject would not make it clear, I fancy, to any one who did not know it already. The third point is the passage of -tt-to -ss-, and this has been well explained by Professor Lane, but without enough insistence on the identity of the rec-tus and quas-sus types.
The subdivision of 5th declension nouns into two classes seems not likely to prove of any practical pedagogic utility, but the classi- In the example sunt item quae appellantur alces I do not see how appellentur could stand (1823), and in Horace's interdum volgus rectum videt, est ubi peccat the rhetorical balance of videt and peccat is the only point to call attention to.
Professor Lane contributes no new light to the cum-controversy, and it is something of a shock to be told (1864) that what we have been taught to regard as a typical case,-cum Athenis essem,-is exceptional. At 1870 we are not told that memini cum also takes the subjunctive. Why is not uidi cum with the indic. also mentioned (e.g. Plautus, B. 469)? That cum ' since' with the subjunctive is a secondary development seems probable from a consideration of quoniam. From the subjunctive in wishes the qui-clause may easily have developed, through purpose to tendency and result, whence characteristic; our English infinitive has all these uses. Assuming a similar development for cum, the causal use would be subsequent to the characteristic.
The concessive use might have originated with a concessive subjunctive in parataxis. The natural propriety of non for some of these sentence types would account for its introduction, especially where the positive type was much commoner than the negative (see also Bennett, l.c., pp. 18 seq.) Thus I sketch the aspect to myself of the older views of cum and qui, which are still to be preferred, in my opinion, to Dittmar's universal polemic solvent. 
